The new travel experience,
here is what you should expect…
At the Airport
Plan your Meeting Spot. Various airports are limiting
entrance to the terminal to ticketed passengers only.
Arrive Early. New protocols and pre-screening processes
have been put in place. Please plan to arrive 1.5-2hrs prior
to departure for domestic flights and 2.5-3hrs prior for
International departures.
Safety First! Many airports are requiring the use of a
non-medical face covering while in the public areas, you
may also have your temperature checked and be required to
answer a few health-related questions. Additional safety
measures include sneeze guards, physical distancing,
contactless check-in, regular disinfection of high-touch
areas and hand sanitizer stations throughout the terminal

Boarding and In-Flight

Car Rental and Ground Transportation

Hotels and Resorts

All Aboard. Numerous airlines and governments require passengers and crew to wear a
face covering during the boarding process and
in-flight

Rental or Ride-Share? Be sure to give thought
whether a car rental or if a ride-share service is
right for you. Consider a maximum number of
passengers per vehicle. Ride-share services
require non-medical face coverings for passengers
and drivers.

Virtual Check-in. Many hotels and resorts have either
added or expanded their online check-in options.

Physical Distancing at 35,000 feet. Most
airlines are blocking seats throughout the
aircraft to provide extra space.
Strict Sanitizing Measures. Airlines are now
allowing for more time to ensure the aircraft is
thoroughly cleaned and sanitized between
each flight. This includes all surfaces in the
boarding area.
For more information on your specific airline,
click here.

Steps to Spotless! Vehicles are thoroughly cleaned
between each rental. Upwards of 20 touchpoints
including key-fobs, steering wheel, seatbelts, door
handles to name a few.
For more information on your specific provider,
click here.

Bring your snacks! Most airline lounges and food concessions are closed in the terminal and gate areas.

At Your Destination
Where Can I Go? Several countries are still prohibiting
entry by Foreign Nationals. Click here for an interactive map. Check with your Uniglobe advisor if you
have specific questions.
What Can I Do? Public areas such as parks and
beaches may have restricted access or require
physical distancing. PPE such as non-medical face
coverings may be required in public areas such as
malls and on public transportation. Check local
tourist board websites for requirements to your
specific destination.

Working Together. Your Uniglobe Travel advisor will help ensure that you’re
safe, healthy and prepared for your entire journey.

Modern Cleaning Technologies. Hotels and resorts
have enhanced their cleaning practices with new
technologies such as electrostatic sprayers.
Click here for information on your specific hotel and to
download their app

